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Prime Minister's Diary

COMMEMORATION OF THE
SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE 1955 ASIAN AFRICAN
CONFERENCE (BANDUNG
CONFERENCE)

Prime Minister Abe delivering an address to
a joint meeting of the U.S. Congress

As his fundamental message, he reviewed that Japan
and the United States, countries which had previously
waged war against each other, reconciled after the war and
Prime Minister Abe giving a speech at the Asian African Conference

F

rom April 21 to 23, Prime Minister Abe visited
Indonesia to attend the summit commemorating
the sixtieth Anniversary of the 1955 Asian African

Conference (Bandung Conference). On April 22 (local time),
the first day of the conference, Prime Minister Abe gave
an address, saying: “Ladies and gentlemen, the variety

became robust allies, making contributions to peace and
prosperity in the region and the world, and emphasized the
bond that has been forged between Japan and the United
States for seventy years since the end of the war.

SEVENTH PACIFIC ISLANDS
LEADERS MEETING

among our countries is manifold. Our political systems
differ. Our levels of economic development are not the same.
Our cultures are distinct from one another. No one society
looks the same as any other. Still, sixty years ago, President
Soekarno called on the delegates that had gathered to think
about the following. ‘What harm is in diversity, when there
is unity in desire?’ ” He added, “Let us all cherish our rich
diversity. And let us together build peace and prosperity, shall
we not, for our children, and for our children’s children.”

UNITED STATES VISIT

The leaders’ commemorative photograph session

O

n May 22 and 23, Prime Minister Abe attended
the seventh Pacific Islands Leaders Meeting,
which was held in Iwaki City, Fukushima

F

Prefecture. At the summit, recognizing that consistent

Arlington National Cemetery, the World War II Memorial and

seven areas: (1) disaster risk reduction; (2) climate change;

the United States Holocaust Museum. Then, after offering

(3) environment; (4) people-to-people exchanges; (5)

his condolences, the prime minister delivered an address to

sustainable development (including human resource

a joint meeting of the U.S. Congress, the first Japanese prime

development); (6) oceans, maritime issues and fisheries;

minister to ever do so.

and (7) trade, investment and tourism.

rom April 26 to May 2, Prime Minister Abe visited the

effort is necessary to address priorities, the leaders from

United States. On April 29 (local time), during a visit

seventeen countries decided to enhance cooperation over

to the nation’s capital of Washington D.C., he visited

the next three years with a central focus on the following

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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RURAL
RENAISSANCE
Japan is facing societal aging and
population decline unprecedented in
the modern world. To maintain the
nation’s vitality and ensure its future,
the invigoration of its provincial regions
is crucial.
This issue offers portraits of regional
cities using local resources to develop
renewed vitality, revealing Japan’s broad
range of attractions along the way.
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Nurturing Towns by
Bringing Unique Regional
Characteristics to the Fore

A

S interest in regional revitalization rises
throughout Japan, the city of Kurashiki
is maintaining its path of developmental
growth even as it attracts crowds of visitors from
other parts of Japan and abroad. We asked Mayor
Kaori Ito, the driving force behind this success,
to talk about regional appeal and Kurashiki’s
initiatives, as well as the keys to making regional
revitalization work.

What are some of the attractive qualities of Japan’s
provincial regions?
In Japan there are a wide variety of selfgoverning municipalities, ranging from villages
with populations of less than two hundred to big
cities of over three million. Each region possesses
its own unique diversity, such as its climate and
natural features, its history, its path of cultural
development, and so on. Another highly attractive
aspect of Japan’s regions is that the spirit and
humanity of mutual support—what you might call
the good, old-fashioned bond that brings Japanese
people together—is still deeply rooted here.

Interview with Kurashiki Mayor

Kaori Ito
TAMI KAWASAKI

6
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What do you believe to be the main issue facing
Japan’s provincial regions?
Dealing with the decline in population. While
the current total population of Japan is about 127
million, a decline in population began in 2008
and is expected to accelerate. Many regional
municipalities are suffering population decline,
predominantly due to the migration of people to
the Tokyo area. Rectifying this overconcentration
in Tokyo and finding ways to create more regional

Kurashiki is developing new facilities to attract visitors

Traditional townscape: the Kurashiki Bikan historical quarter

vitality are the key challenges faced by Japan’s
provincial regions.

now have a total fertility rate of 1.61, higher than the
national average of 1.43. And the number of births
per year exceeds the number of deaths, meaning we
have a naturally increasing population.
Kurashiki has also entered into agreements
with nine neighboring cities and towns to initiate
coordinated plans for developing the economy
and improving the lives of our residents. By taking
advantage of the local resources controlled by each
respective municipality, we can pursue a wide
range of development. I would like to take the role
of lead runner in coordinating the regions toward
revitalization.

Please describe the current situation in Kurashiki
and tell us what initiatives are being pursued.
Kurashiki, which faces the Seto Inland Sea, is
situated in the western part of Japan, about an
hour by bullet train from Kyoto. It’s a core city with
a population of approximately 480,000 people.
We are blessed with a temperate climate and an
abundance of agricultural and marine products,
and since ancient times we have been a strategic
transportation hub for commerce and industry.
Since we are also known as the birthplace of
domestically produced jeans, our textile industry
is thriving. In addition to being ranked as the
number four industrial city nationally in shipments
of manufactured goods, we are also a tourist town
with about 6.33 million people visiting annually.
The residents of Kurashiki are highly conscious
of preserving and cultivating the traditional
townscape, with the Edo Period Kurashiki Bikan
historical quarter and many other old dwellings
and merchant houses still standing. In recent years,
with these buildings undergoing renovations, and
by providing new facilities for attracting visitors,
we are bringing in approximately eight hundred
thousand new visitors annually. Through such
developments, we are also seeing more people
moving in to Kurashiki than moving out, indicating
a more robust society.
Furthermore, since I took office as mayor I have
made strong efforts to support childcare, and we

What is the key to success in regional
revitalization?
For regional revitalization to occur, I believe we
must be fully aware of how the region’s ancestors
have cultivated its particular history, traditions,
culture and industry, and by improving upon
them, create unique and appealing community
development initiatives that will make people say,
“I’d like to go there,” or “I’d like to live here,” or “I’d
like to continue living here.”
Also, with the upcoming Tokyo Olympics and
Paralympics, Japan has set a goal of hosting twenty
million foreign tourists in 2020. Here in Kurashiki,
we plan to put our efforts into offering Japanesestyle omotenashi, meaning hospitality, so that
foreign guests can experience and enjoy the rich
local ingredients of our dining culture, as well as
our townscapes, our history, our traditional culture
and our Japanese spirit.
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New Growth

from Compacting
the Urban Sprawl
Toyama City was caught in a vicious cycle—depopulation, aging
society and falling residential density—until it began staging a
comeback using the “compact city” concept centered on a light rail
transit system.

TAMI KAWASAKI

S

ITUATED roughly in the center of Japan’s west coast, Toyama—
capital of the prefecture with the same name—is blessed with
diverse terrain and natural grandeur ranging from Toyama Bay
to the Tateyama Mountains that form part of Japan’s Northern Alps.
When the city merged with six neighboring municipalities in 2005, it
became home to a population of about 420,000 and increased in size
to about 1,242 square kilometers—the second-largest area among all of
Japan’s prefectural capitals.
Like other regional cities around the country, Toyama faced the
problem of growing ranks of elderly in the midst of a declining overall
population. Toyama was the archetype of a spread-out, car-dependent
society with a faltering public transportation system, with 72 percent
of respondents in a 1999 transportation survey indicating that they
generally traveled by car. Yet, according to a 2006 survey, 30 percent of
Toyama’s residents—and 70 percent of those in their sixties and above—

8
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did not have full access to a motor
vehicle.
A sprawling city with low
residential density incurs problems
such as high waste collection costs,
and consumes more fossil fuels
and releases more carbon dioxide.
Toyama concluded that a new
strategy would be necessary to sort
out these issues over the course of
the next twenty to thirty years, and
set out to become a walkable city
built around public transportation,
adopting a “compact city” strategy.
Toyama’s administrators first set
about reviving the JR Toyamako
Line, which was on the verge of
being shut down, by transforming
it into the nation’s first light rail
transit line, the Toyama Light Rail
Toyamako Line. They adopted a
low-floor, barrier-free streetcar
system that operates at low speeds
and low noise levels—a system in
widespread use in European cities.
They also increased the hours and
frequency of operation, enhancing
the transit service’s usability.
The result: the number of users
increased by about two times on
weekdays and roughly 3.5 times
on weekends. In particular, there
was a marked increase in daytime

4
1
2
3

3

use by the elderly, who had previously had limited
ability to get out of their homes.
The compact city Toyama envisioned does not
just focus on projects in the city center. While
upgrading the public transportation system—
which expands outward from the center and
includes railways, streetcars and buses—they also
intend to comprehensively develop the formerly
independent municipalities that lie along the
transit lines. By building houses and aiding
home purchases in the city center and selected
residential areas along the transit lines, the city is
encouraging people to move into the planned areas
and prevent any further urban sprawl.
“Urban-style apartments are being built in the
most central neighborhoods, and we have seen
some of the elderly citizens move into them,” says
Masatsugu Wakabayashi, chief of urban policy at
Toyama City Hall. While the percentage of people
living in the city center and in areas along the
transit lines was approximately 28 percent in 2005,
the number rose to approximately 32 percent in
2013, and the city is aiming for 42 percent by 2025.
Efforts to revitalize the city center continue.
South of Toyama Station, an all-weather
multipurpose European-style plaza called
Grand Plaza was incorporated in a neighborhood
featuring many commercial facilities, and a new
station was built nearby along the streetcar line.
The plaza serves as a venue for various events
and vendors selling local agricultural produce
and seafood, attracting crowds and becoming a
focus of civic spirit. “We’re seeing more people

4

Grand Plaza: Toyama’s all-weather European-style plaza
An exterior shot of Grand Plaza
Toyama Station offers Shinkansen service, light rail and other
lines
The compact city concept's heart: the light rail Toyamako Line

eating out and enjoying drinks everywhere in town,”
Wakabayashi notes, highlighting the way in which
the expanding streetcar line is changing residents’
lifestyles. The extension of the Hokuriku Shinkansen
(bullet train) to the city in March 2015 has led to an
increase in tourism from other prefectures as well.
The renewed vigor in the city center has greatly
benefitted Toyama’s finances, such as by ensuring
tax revenue and maintaining land prices. Although
the city center constitutes no more than 0.4 percent
of Toyama’s total area, its contribution to the city’s
coffers from city planning and fixed asset taxes
amounts to 22 percent, enabling it to subsidize
administrative services in Toyama’s more rural parts
so citizens throughout Toyama can benefit equally
from expanding prosperity.
Toyama’s accomplishment in compact city
development was addressed in the 2012 OECD report
Compact City Policies: A Comparative Assessment, and
Toyama is the only Japanese metropolis listed among
the “cities and regions as models for achieving the
goal of improving energy efficiency” in the United
Nations-led initiative Sustainable Energy for All.
Toyama representatives have been invited to many
international conferences, and the city’s efforts have
gained international acclaim.
Looking ahead, Toyama will continue to pursue
compact city development efforts and boost its ability
to cope with all kinds of threats, including natural
disasters. The city hopes to become a sustainable
model in which its citizens can be prosperous and
happy to live, and that fulfills its obligations to future
generations.
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A Town Reborn
through IT
Connectivity
While the town of Minami in Tokushima Prefecture once struggled
with aging and depopulation, it has succeeded in persuading
multiple corporations to open satellite offices in the area, drawing
attention as a prime example of regional revitalization.

1

TAMI KAWASAKI

L

OCATED in southern Tokushima Prefecture on the island
of Shikoku and facing the Pacific, Minami is famous as the
spawning grounds of the loggerhead turtle. Though the area
once thrived on an abundance of natural resources and strong fishing
and trade industries, as its younger generations moved to the bigger
cities, the town’s population shrank and started graying rapidly.
In the past few years, however, Minami has been gaining attention
for its ability to get firms to open satellite offices here as part of the
Tokushima Village Restoration Project.
When Japan shifted to digital television broadcasting in 2011,
Tokushima went even further, investing in cable television and fiber
optic networks. The prefecture now boasts the best Internet access in
the country, a powerful tool in its efforts to revitalize itself by inviting
big-city venture companies to open satellite offices in the area.
Motoharu Yoshida, a young entrepreneur and the CEO of Cypher
Tech, was raised in Minami before setting out for Tokyo to launch his
venture. More than most, he felt the pain of seeing Minami decline.

10
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Inspired by a similar success story
in Kamiyama, another Tokushima
Prefecture town, Yoshida took
the initiative and opened a
satellite office, Minami Lab, in his
hometown in May 2012. Within a
year, he had transferred Cypher
Tech’s business from Tokyo to
Minami and also started a new
venture—Awae Company, Limited—
dedicated to revitalizing Minami
and Japan’s other rural regions
while protecting their many
attractions.
Awae’s offices are located
in a renovated space that once
belonged to Hatsune-yu, a Meiji
Era public bathhouse. The meeting
table incorporates a repurposed
vintage bathtub, and computers
line the walls alongside antique
wooden lockers. The office’s fusion
of tradition and modernity is a
testament to Minami’s efforts in
this direction.
Minami is home to mountains,
rivers and the ocean, so it is the
perfect environment for outdoor
activities, and Yoshida has deep
affection for his hometown.
“I love fishing and farming,” he
says, beaming. “I’ve intermingled
my business and leisure pursuits.”
He advocates a lifestyle that
enables people to fully devote
themselves to both their hobbies
and their work, a concept that has
drawn in people from across Japan
and energized the company’s
hiring efforts. Yoshida’s team
enjoys surfing, fishing and hunting
in between developing software.
Yoshida adds, “We want to
break the trend of exodus to the

4

2

3

capital in pursuit of work.” His
vision and Minami’s own active
courting of such businesses has
borne fruit: nine firms have now
opened satellite offices in town.
For the first time in thirty-five
years, Minami is enjoying an
influx of people moving to the area
and a net gain in its working-age
population.
Suzuki Shouten, an Osaka
technology startup, launched its
satellite office—which they call
Mikumoya—here in September
2013. Takeyoshi Kobayashi, who
works at Mikumoya, says he
brought his mother with him when
he moved to Minami.
“It’s nothing like the big city,
where you’re constantly hounded
by work without a chance to rest,”
says Kobayashi, an energetic
young man who loves fishing
and surfing. “Life in Minami lets
you make use of each day to the
fullest, pursuing both a vocation
and avocation. Productivity
is actually higher here.” After
finishing our interview, Kobayashi

was seen helping some fishermen behind the office fold a casting net.
True to his words, he appears to be living a fulfilling life.
Minami’s community warmly welcomes new residents, encouraging
them to take part in village festivals and gatherings at the assembly
hall, join in fishing and go surfing. The town also presents them with
freshly caught abalone on their birthdays, and occasionally new
arrivals even receive hand-me-downs of old boats.
“The lingua franca here is fun,” says Yoshida. “Hobbies and festivals
let you become a part of the local community.” Minami is also home
to Yakuoji, the twenty-third stop on Shikoku’s famed 88-shrine
pilgrimage, granting it a spirit long accustomed to welcoming visitors.
“Overconcentration in cities and aging populations in the provinces
are not problems unique to Japan,” says Cypher Tech’s Yoshida,
who is exploring ways to use information technology to assist local
economies, such as turning hidden rural traditions into commercial
products. He wants to find new business models that can take root in
rural areas.
Meanwhile, Mikumoya is actively recruiting local high school
graduates, seeking to hire enthusiastic graduates from within the
prefecture as the next generation of talent. As new residents work to
give back to their newfound home, collaborations are taking shape that
will allow the entire area to thrive.

1
2
3
4

Awae Company’s offices are in Hatsune-yu, once a Meiji Era
bathhouse
Suzuki Shouten’s Kobayashi and his surfboard at Mikumoya
Cypher Tech CEO Motoharu Yoshida
Mikumoya, the satellite office of Suzuki Shouten
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Bringing
the Bustle
Back to a
Shopping
Arcade
Learning from the bitter lessons of decline,
the Osu Shopping District has been reborn as
a popular and lively center of commerce. Its
saucy hodgepodge of appeals is the legacy of
shopkeepers who aren’t afraid to change.

12
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STABLISHED in the streets of the temple town
that grew up around the Osu Kannon, Nagoya’s
Osu Shopping District welcomes some thirty
thousand visitors on weekdays and up to seventy
thousand on weekends. Numerous festivals and
events take place throughout the year, including the
main parade of the World Cosplay Summit, which
features winning participants selected from twentyfour countries and two territories around the world,
garnering the district attention nationwide and from
overseas. The shopping district’s current vitality,
however, was built on the hardships of the past.
“As a place of recreation for the common people,
Osu had flourished since the building of Nagoya
Castle in 1609, with its theaters, music halls and
cinemas forming the bustling heart of the city,”
comments Osu Shopping District Association
chairman Tomio Imai. “However, due to the land
readjustment policies introduced after World War II,
construction of Wakamiya Odori (Main Street) cut
Osu off from the neighboring downtown district.
Around 1957, an underground shopping arcade
started construction in the area, and then in 1974 the
electric streetcars stopped operating. This resulted
in Osu becoming deserted and isolated. The vitality
of the area was like a forgotten dream, with a lot of
vacant properties.”
In 1975, the shopping district launched the “Action
Osu” initiative together with Meijo University

3

students and professors over concerns for the area.
Over forty entertainers performed at approximately
fifteen venues in the shopping district, designed to
draw visitors to every nook and cranny of Osu. The
strategy was a success, and marked the beginning of
the area’s resurgence.
The Ameyoko Building, completed in 1977, gave
people a place to shop for inexpensive electronic
products. That same year the Tsurumai subway line
began operations, allowing visitors access to both
the eastern and western extremities of Osu. The
combination of mass-market consumer electronics
with a common touch lured people back to the
district, including the younger generation. With
the creation of an Osu Shopping District map, the
availability of personal guides for weekend visitors,
and the installation of updated electronic payment
systems in conjunction with the Aichi World Expo in
2005—as well as nine AED stations placed throughout
the area—both service and security have continued to
improve by leaps and bounds.
“When you stop walking, you fall into
deterioration,” Imai declares. “We want to
constantly move forward.” The Osu Shopping
District has an adaptive spirit, changing products
to keep up with the times and welcoming new
young entrepreneurs—even from overseas—to come
open shops. This attitude is not only an indigenous
characteristic of Osu, but also based on hard lessons
learned from the struggle to survive during the
district’s inactive period.

4

The Osu Street Performers Festival celebrates its
thirty-seventh year in October 2015. Started as part
of the “Action Osu” initiative, the vastly popular
event welcomes over three hundred thousand people
each year. The event's planning committee members
are limited to a one-year term, and are selected
from among the district’s younger shop owners.
With its media attention and some eleven hundred
shops involved, the festival endeavors to convey the
Osu Shopping District’s hodgepodge appeal. The
“hodgepodge” image reflects the district’s chaotic
mix—the intangible, fun experience shared among
the young, the old, otaku (geeks) and people from
different cultures alike.
The Osu Shopping District has seen increasing
numbers of overseas tourists in recent years,
particularly from Asia. Its webpage and guide maps
have been translated into multiple languages, and
plans are afoot to apply for duty-free status for
the entire district. Perhaps overseas visitors, too,
are drawn in by the fascinating mix of traditional
Japanese shops side by side with maid cafes,
computer stores and cosplay outfitters. As the people
of the district constantly innovate and embrace
change, their enthusiasm can be appreciated from
around the world.
1
2
3
4

Oiran (high-ranking entertainers) stroll at the Osu Street
Performers Festival
The Osu Shopping District is crowded even on weekdays
Signage is provided in Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean
Gaily costumed samba dancers grace the festival
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Island Charms

through the Lens of a Young
Foreign Photographer
Initiatives across Japan are utilizing regional development teams to support
local growth. American photographer Patrick Tsai is part of the team helping
to internationalize and revitalize an island called Shodoshima.

RIEKO SUZUKI

R

EGIONAL development teams are being
used to support initiatives all over Japan
that encourage local growth. American
photographer Patrick Tsai is part of the team
working in Kagawa Prefecture, living on an
island in the Seto Inland Sea called Shodoshima.
Shodoshima’s mayor, Yukio Shiota, reasoned
that bringing a young non-Japanese person to
the island would contribute significantly to its
internationalization and revitalization.
“We decided that ‘internationalization’ was the
most vital keyword for us when considering the
future of Shodoshima’s children,” Mayor Shiota
says. “The present standard is for small rural towns
and villages across the world to interact directly
through social media. We knew it was necessary
for our children to be naturally exposed to English
to communicate the charms of Shodoshima to
the world and to internationalize and revitalize
this region. When we met Patrick, we realized he
was the right person. He wanted to teach art and
English to Shodoshima’s children.”
The Setouchi Triennale, an art festival started
in 2010, brought attention to the islands of the Seto
Inland Sea as a creative center. On Shodoshima, art
has the vital role of deepening connections in the
community as people work together to raise the
island’s appeal.
PHOTO: YOSHIRO MASUDA
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Compared to big cities, smaller islands offer fewer
opportunities to come in contact with prominent art
and artists, so Mayor Shiota’s aim is to maintain the
highest level of quality on the regional development
team to draw out the latent ambitions, abilities and
sensibilities of the island’s residents.
“There are a lot of non-Japanese visitors to
Shodoshima,” he explains, “but Patrick is the first
to actually contact the island administration and
express a desire to both live here and pursue his work
for the island. He’s young but already has a proven
record, and he’s eager to show the world the appeal
of our island through his art. We believe the regional
development team’s role is to leverage its own
strengths to galvanize the people around it, and to
spur interaction with the outside world.”
Shouldering the trust and expectations of Mayor
Shiota, the mild-mannered Tsai is still young but has
a number of achievements to his name, including two
photo books, The World Above and Modern Times, and
experience teaching photography at the Japan campus
of Temple University.
“I came to this island for the first time last summer
when I was commissioned to participate in Art
Shodoshima Teshima 2014,” says Tsai. “During my
five-week stay, I had the opportunity to speak with
many people, take pictures, and bring everything
together into a children’s book entitled Aru Shimani. I found that the true charm of Shodoshima lies
in its natural wonders and the warmth of its people.

My experience here that summer marked a big
turning point in my life. Up until then, I had
worked extensively in advertising photography
in Tokyo to make a living, but I realized that
creating artwork was more important to me than
making money, and that I should keep them
separate. Because the island had taught me a lot
about myself, I wanted to show my appreciation
to Shodoshima in return.” Along with the other
development team members, Tsai now manages
a regional art center for people of all ages,
including an art gallery showcasing the works of
his students.
“There are many art festivals in the area,”
Tsai says. “But they tend to involve artists from
outside the island. I noticed that their work often
cannot make a connection with the locals, and
because of that, the locals tend to dismiss art
as something they don’t understand, which is a
problem. I believe that art can be a very powerful
thing, and it can be made by anyone. With a little
help, the people of Shodoshima can make works
just as good as those outside artists, or maybe
even better. And by doing so, it will help promote
the island in many ways both inside Japan and
abroad.”
Joking that his island life may indeed be busier
than his days in Tokyo, Tsai bears the expression
of a man who’s satisfied right where he is.

2

3

4
PHOTO: HIDEAKI HAMADA
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Photographer Patrick Tsai
Tsai captures some members of Shodoshima's community
One of Patrick Tsai’s subjects shoots back
The cover of Tsai’s work about the island, Aru Shima-ni
Art has deepened connections in the island’s community
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A REAL TASTE
OF RURAL
JAPAN IN
EVERY ISSUE
Tohoku food producers are communicating with
consumers through a magazine accompanied by
samples of their agricultural produce—and the
concept is spreading throughout the country.

RIE ISHIZAKI

J

APAN’s agricultural and fisheries industries
have recently entered a rapid decline due
to aging and falling populations in farming
regions. Although this represents a direct threat
to the diets and lifestyles of city dwellers, a major
divide between rural producers and metropolitan
consumers persists.
Seeking to poke a hole through this divide is

16
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Tohoku Taberu Tsushin, a magazine launched in July
2013 that focuses on food producers in the Tohoku
region—with the added innovation of providing edible
samples that its subjects have harvested. The world’s
first magazine to be delivered with actual food, it
operates under the philosophy that changing food is
the key to changing the world.
“The more we develop convenience in our lives, the
more producers and consumers become separated,”
explains the magazine’s editor, Hiroyuki Takahashi,
a native of Iwate Prefecture. “Most people in cities
consider the issues faced by people in agricultural
communities to be distant problems. We felt that by
linking the cities with the provinces, and reuniting
the producers with the consumers, we could also
bring change to today’s lopsided modern diets. This
led us to launch the magazine.” By bringing together
both sides of the equation, the magazine hopes to
foster a community where agricultural issues can be
treated as shared problems.
The food showcased in Tohoku Taberu Tsushin
to date represents an all-star shopping list from the
fertile Tohoku region and its bountiful coast, such as
spear squid, oysters, rice, beef, scallops, salmon and
more, including products that are rarely available in

2

big cities. The March 2014 issue was delivered with a
two-meter cut of raw seaweed from Minamisanriku
in Miyagi Prefecture, bringing a major response
from readers. Rarely available for sale in unsalted
form, this fresh seaweed offers a refreshing ocean
scent and a rich flavor that can be enjoyed simply by
dipping it in hot water.
The magazine’s finely crafted text and images
have piqued the interest of readers, who get
glimpses into the backstories of food producers and
the passion they put into their work, shrinking the
gap between reader and maker. Being able to taste
the hard-won fruits of the producers’ labors brings
the two even closer.
Tohoku Taberu Tsushin is currently limited to
fifteen hundred subscribers, a number deliberately
kept low to foster a community small enough that its
members can recognize one another’s faces. Seventy

percent are people between their thirties and fifties
living in the Tokyo metropolitan area, and the
majority learned of the magazine by word of mouth
and found the philosophy resonated with them.
“Until now, producers didn’t have a chance to
learn about the kinds of people who were eating
their food, or how they ate it,” observes Masayuki
Abe, who is in charge of the production-side system,
assisting with packaging and arranging events
connecting readers with producers. “Tohoku Taberu
Tsushin has an online community where readers
can post recipes and photos of the food they make,
fostering communication between both parties. This
has led to producers moving beyond the traditional
system of simply shipping out goods. They’re
actively putting information about their products
online and selling them over the Internet. They’ve
embraced the format and are using it to make their
presence known. Meanwhile, many readers have
taken it upon themselves to visit the producing
regions, hold workshops, and actively promote the
magazine’s mission.”
Projects based on Tohoku Taberu Tsushin are
already rippling through Japan. As of May 2015,
similar magazines have been published in twelve
regions, including Shikoku, Hokkaido and Kanagawa
Prefecture. The editorial club at a local high school
produces the Fukushima Prefecture edition,
including doing the interviews and writing the
content. Takahashi’s dream is to have the Taberu
Tsushin concept reach one hundred areas of Japan
within the next three years.
As products created through the passion and
effort of local producers make their way toward the
city, readers eagerly await their arrival. By forming
links between farmers and urban communities,
food becomes a means of energizing the nation’s
provincial regions, and similar projects may soon be
seen all over Japan.
1
2

3

3

Tohoku Taberu Tsushin’s March 2014 issue and product insert
The magazine’s editor, Hiroyuki Takahashi, rides with the
seaweed harvest
Producers and the magazine's readers frequently correspond and
even meet
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RURAL RENAISSANCE

A HUMAN CIRCLE
ENFOLDING PAST
AND PRESENT

The Okuri-ie Project bridges regions
and generations, bringing them
together through Kanazawa’s historic
townhouses. As they are renewed
through modern hands, the city’s
symbolic buildings paint the streets
with fresh color.

1

RIE ISHIZAKI

K

ANAZAWA is an ancient city facing the Sea
of Japan. Thriving as a castle town from the
mid-sixteenth century to the latter half of
the nineteenth century, Kanazawa was considered
a great metropolis on a scale rivaled only by Edo
(present-day Tokyo), Osaka and Kyoto during the
Edo Period (1603-1868).
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Even now, rich vestiges of that time remain. The
city’s machiya—traditional townhouses which were
residential spaces that also served as centers of
trade—are very much embodiments of this history.
Machiya were places where living and livelihood
intertwined; they supported the lives of the people
of Kanazawa through the generations, and by
escaping damage during wartime have remained a
treasured facet of the city’s cultural vista.

2

However, many machiya are now home to elderly
people who live alone, and as their owners move
on or pass away, even such historic dwellings
are increasingly subject to demolition, with two
hundred townhouses a year reportedly suffering
that fate.
In 2009, Kanazawa architectural designer Noriko
Yamada began the Okuri-ie (“House Send-off”)
Project, hoping to lend some warmth to the final
farewells of these townhouses. Working through
the day, project participants take rags in hand to
scour vacant townhouses that might not have been
cleaned in years. They’re allowed to take home
trinkets such as small antiques and old books from
the mountain of garbage that typically emerges.
Carried out in a simple, pressure-free manner—and
mostly on weekends—the Okuri-ie events draw
people of all ages, with some even coming from
distant cities such as Tokyo and Nagoya. A total
of five thousand people have been involved in
thirty Okuri-ie events to date, with the busiest day
drawing more than two hundred participants.
People come for a number of reasons, ranging
from the desire to get a sense of machiya life to
the chance to meet people who share their ideals.
Japan’s aging population and declining birthrate
have made empty houses a major challenge in many
regions, and some people are simply looking for
hints for starting this kind of project in their own
area. When three generations of the same family
took part, the elders were pleased to see that even
children who had only known how to clean with a
vacuum were able to contribute, adding, “It was a
good opportunity for them to learn what it’s like to
clean with a cloth the old-fashioned way.”
“With every wipe of a cloth, human warmth is

3
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brought into these houses, dispelling the stagnant
atmosphere,” Yamada says. “You can tell the houses
are happy. As soon as you start cleaning a machiya
together, even strangers are united in friendship.
Through the old objects we find while cleaning,
there’s an exchange between the young and the old.
The divides between generations and regions can
be breached through these houses, bringing people
together.”
Concentrating on traditional homes with nearly
a century of history, the project has opened the
door to a number of intriguing events. “Relatives
separated for thirty years have been brought back
together, and participants have cleaned the homes of
people who were once their classmates—miraculous
things often happen,” Yamada recounts. “Maybe
we’re calling up an unseen power. It’s fun to connect
people to people, and people to objects. It’d be lovely
if people poured their hearts into it and the practice
of okuri-ie took root across Japan.”
Thanks to the patient efforts of Yamada and many
others, the project has led to rising recognition of
the worth of machiya in recent years, with more
and more houses being handed on rather than
demolished. Instead of a “send-off,” the Okuri-ie
Project is increasingly becoming a “hand-off,” with
the appeal of Kanazawa’s symbolic buildings being
conveyed across regions and generations. The hands
of modern people are now carving a new history into
these machiya, bringing fresh vibrancy to the streets
of Kanazawa.
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Kanazawa's machiya served as both residences and centers of trade
Cleaning the townhouses brings generations and people from
different regions together
The project has even attracted foreign participants
Noriko Yamada, the project’s founder
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A NEW DRINK
BRINGS BIG
DREAMS TO A
SMALL TOWN
Tracing the tracks of Kiyosato’s potato shochu from
hard-fought beginnings to its modern-day boom.

1

HELEN A. LANGFORD-MATSUI

T

OKYO. Osaka. Kobe. With their cultural
attractions, sophisticated nightlife and frenetic
pace, it’s easy to see why they draw crowds.
But small towns have a lot going for them as well,
and they’re playing up their strengths to bring in city
dwellers.
For Kiyosato, a small, remote town in Hokkaido
Prefecture nestled between Akan National Park and
Shiretoko National Park (the latter a UNESCO World
Heritage Site), that strength lies in its harvest—
particularly its potato harvest.
Home to nearly a quarter of Japan’s arable land,
agriculture is king in the nation’s northernmost
prefecture. The wide-open vistas spread among
forests and mountains are checkerboards of
expansive fields. In these respects, Kiyosato is your
average Hokkaido town. What makes it exceptional
rises up amid the fields along a country road not far
from downtown: the only government-run shochu
distillery in Japan.
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“What else can we do with our potatoes?” was the
question town officials asked themselves in 1975. Keen
to find another use for Kiyosato’s high-starch tubers,
destined for starch processing and nothing else,
they were stumped—until, as Satoru Matsuura, chief
examiner of Kiyosato’s distillery explains, talk turned
to a town about a hundred kilometers from Kiyosato
that made industrial alcohol from potatoes. It was the
answer they were looking for.
The world is familiar with sake, a fermented
drink sometimes referred to as rice wine. It’s less
acquainted with shochu, a distilled liquor also made
from rice. However, shochu can be made not only
from rice, but also from sweet potatoes, brown sugar,
barley and other ingredients. In Japanese, both potato
(jagaimo) and sweet potato (satsumaimo) end in ‘imo.’
So officials at the time thought, “Since they’re both
forms of ‘imo,’ why not make shochu with potatoes?”
Initially, the officials envisioned a potato shochu
souvenir to represent the town. Souvenirs are big
business in Japan—they get the word out about
regional specialties, and fit into Japanese gift-giving

2
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The final product, professionally branded and in sleek bottles
The fields of Kiyosato, with Mount Shari in the distance
From left: Top distillery staffers Hirotani, Matsuura, and
Kashimura
Kiyosato shochu being aged in a small vat

perfect way to start a love affair with shochu,
whether the drinker is a local or a visitor.
The shochu itself having been updated over the
years, it was time for its image to get a makeover
4

as well. Beginning in 2013, a team of six designers,
photographers and copywriters led by Professor
Terutaka Suzuki of Tokyo’s Edogawa University
went to work revamping the town’s brand.

culture. And travelers load up on them—especially

Gone are the unremarkable bottles—sleek and

the consumable kind—to take home to friends, family

modern is the new shape. So are the labels bearing

and colleagues. A potato-flavored shochu seemed

the image of Mount Shari, the town’s 1,547-meter

ideal for getting people talking about Kiyosato. The

peak, replaced with the chic, minimalist town

result was the creation of Japan’s first potato shochu,

emblem of three potatoes symbolizing nature,

as well as the establishment of the nation’s only

agriculture and people. The result, unveiled in the

municipally operated shochu distillery.

fall of 2014, is the sort of high-end product fit for

Going on sale in 1979, the first batches were more
distinctive than delicious—something people would
drink a glass of, chuckle over the unique taste, and

display anywhere but the back of the liquor cabinet,
and prompted a significant increase in sales.
The polished and professional PR material

never sample again. However, Kiyosato officials

is anything but typical of the literature usually

wanted a delicious shochu that could build a loyal

associated with a small town brand. Engaging stories

following. And first and foremost, they wanted it to

paint a picture of the stunning natural beauty of the

appeal to local palates.

area along with an informative backstory for this

“Hokkaido folk aren’t big fans of strongly flavored

original brand of shochu.

shochu,” explains Matsuura. “Yet the first batch had a

To go to such great lengths to create a unique

very strong flavor.” So the new goal was to maintain a

product, pushing on to success with unwavering

certain level of potato flavor, while creating a shochu

determination, is extraordinary. It showcases the

that people from Hokkaido could enjoy.

incredible fighting spirit that small towns have,

Toward this end, the flavor has been mellowed

where a true sense of community pride can drive

into something smooth, soft and sweet, and the

incredible innovation. Now who wouldn’t want to be

beverage has gone from a regional curiosity to the

a part of that?
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Unlocked
with a Look
A new authentication technology
from Fujitsu makes smartphones even
smarter—and a lot more secure.
BIFUE USHIJIMA

R
Takuya Kitamura
Advanced
Technologies
Division Manager,
Fujitsu
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ECENT research and development
into biometric authentication
systems has produced fantastic
advances in mechanisms for
identifying individuals with high precision.
Existing systems include fingerprint
authentication, vein authentication—which
involves placing the palm over a sensor—
and other methods using the face, voice or
signature.
Iris authentication, which evaluates
the iris of the eye, is one such system. The
circular portion that surrounds the pupil,
the iris contains patterns unique to each
individual. Even twins, as well as a person’s
left and right eyes, can be differentiated.
Unlike the finger, the iris is less likely to
sustain physical damage and is difficult to
counterfeit.
Iris authentication is already used for
office entry systems and airport emigration
and immigration management, but these
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are for limited applications and require
rather large systems. Fujitsu, however,
has developed an iris authentication
system that fits inside a smartphone.
In May 2015, the company released the
ARROWS NX F-04G, the world’s first
smartphone featuring “Iris Passport,” its
iris authentication technology.
Iris Passport’s biggest distinction is that
the user can unlock the smartphone just by
looking at the screen, a process that takes
approximately six-tenths of a second—so
you can unlock the device even with wet or
dirty hands.
To unlock the smartphone, the system
shines a miniature infrared LED located
above the screen on the pupil, acquires the
iris pattern using a customized infrared
camera, and checks it against the iris data
registered in the phone.
Building an infrared lighting system
and camera into the phone was no small

Left: A screen view of the Iris Passport-equipped ARROWS NX F-04G
Above: Authentication takes just six-tenths of a second, using a miniature infrared LED

feat. Fujitsu’s Advanced Technologies Division
Manager Takuya Kitamura, who is in charge of
development, looks back on the process. “The
space on a smartphone screen is a very congested
area, equipped with the internal camera, antenna,
receiver, different sensors and a variety of other
parts, so placing an infrared lighting system and
camera in there was a very difficult task.”
The fact that smartphones are used in all sorts
of environments was also an essential point to
consider during development, Kitamura says.
“An infrared camera’s precision can degrade if
the camera becomes dirty, or from being outdoors
and exposed to the infrared rays in sunlight.
Blinking and camera shake also affect precision,
so we’ve developed the system to photograph
several images within an instant, and it chooses the
optimal image for reading the iris pattern.”
Another consideration was allowing the position
of the infrared lighting system and camera to be
flexible enough to ensure that iris data could be
acquired from a momentary glance at the screen,

even at an angle. To safeguard the health of the
eye, Fujitsu’s developers also provided a proximity
sensor that would automatically shut the system off
if the eye came too close to the infrared light.
Iris Passport features are not limited to just
unlocking the security lock for your smartphone.
By coordinating with a password manager, users
can log into shopping website accounts and SNS
services just by looking at the screen. There are also
plans being considered for notebook computers
and tablets equipped with similar features. Other
possibilities on the horizon include instantly
recognizing a driver the moment he or she sits in the
car, allowing for customized seat positioning and
musical selections.
Information security is needed throughout a
wide range of situations, from smartphones—which
are packed with personal information—to banks
and interactions on the Internet. With this in mind,
biometric authentication, which is safer and easier
to use than passwords, will likely see rapid growth
and proliferation in the future.
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Stage of
Existence

HOME AWAY FROM HOME

1

Noh scholar and actor Diego Pellecchia
came from Italy to explore the essence of
Japan’s ancient performing art.

SELENA HOY

H

ALF a dozen young people of varying
nationalities kneel on the well-worn
wooden stage at Impact Hub Kyoto,
a faded painting of a Japanese pine—
an essential motif of Noh theater—serving as a
backdrop. Noh scholar Diego Pellecchia sits in the
center of the semicircle, resplendent in full blackand-silver kimono, shaved head evoking the visage
of a monk—which is appropriate given Noh’s deep
connection to Buddhism and ritual. He raises his
voice in a deep, resonant chant, modeling the verses
for the enthusiasts grouped around him. They
mimic his delivery, tones blending more and more
seamlessly as they practice.
The students move through the opening sequence
of the play. Pellecchia walks around, adjusting
an arm here, repositioning a fan there. These
practitioners are not yet in costume—the elaborate
kimonos and austere masks that are hallmarks of
Noh. Performing in costume takes an incredible
amount of skill. With the mask and wig, the actor
is in a kind of bubble, consciousness focused
inward, struggling to control his or her movements
with limited sight and hearing. For those not yet
accustomed to it, a high level of spiritual control
must be achieved and then maintained.
“You are isolated from the outside space, and
what you can rely on is your balance,” Pellecchia
explains.
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Pellecchia first took interest in the ancient
dramatic art of Noh while living in his hometown
of Brescia in northern Italy. He was writing a thesis
on Shakespeare, and found the Akira Kurosawa film
Throne of Blood, which draws from Macbeth and
the stark aesthetics of Noh. He knew nothing about
Japanese culture at the time, but the film pulled him
in. Doing further research, he learned that a certified
instructor in the Kongo school of Noh, Monique
Arnaud, had a studio only an hour away in Milan. He
went to meet her, began to practice, and soon fell in
love with the esoteric Japanese form of theater and
the way it made him pay attention to his body.
“It’s meditative,” he says, “and although there are
only a few constituent elements, they are very dense
and very sophisticated.”
After two years of study with Arnaud, Pellecchia—
who had never actually seen Noh performed live—
came to Japan to experience the art at its source. In
Kyoto, he met Michishige Udaka, a Kongo Noh master
and founder of the International Noh Institute (INI)
in Kyoto. The visit coincided with Udaka’s sixtieth
birthday celebration performance, and Pellecchia
appeared in a recital honoring Udaka. Inspired, he
decided to pursue a PhD with a focus on Noh. He
received his doctorate in 2011 from Royal Holloway,

Noh scholar Diego Pellecchia demonstrates the correct fan
position
Wearing mask, wig and costume limits the performer’s senses
Pellecchia’s pupils chant verses under his direction

University of London, splitting his research time
between the U.K. and Japan.
Pellecchia moved to Kyoto in 2012 to continue
his apprenticeship under Udaka. In addition to
his lessons with the master a few times a month,
he also works hard to spread his love of Noh by
disseminating information about what is still a
relatively unknown art form, especially outside
of Japan. He gives lectures, publishes academic
papers, and acts as the INI’s junior director. He also
maintains an English-language blog about Noh,
and holds workshops such as the one at Impact Hub
Kyoto, hoping to spark the kind of interest he felt
when he first discovered Noh. He hopes his efforts
will help to revitalize the art form.
“It’s important to make an extra effort to have
people come, to open doors and open windows,” he
says. “Noh has many windows, and some have never
been opened, I think. They could be windows facing
new gardens, perhaps non-Japanese gardens such as
Italian gardens or British gardens. But by doing that,
you let the people outside see inside the house, and
the people who are already inside the house can see
outside.”
The pungency of incense floats atop hints of green
tea, old wood, and the fresh scent of bamboo wafting
in from the enclosed garden. The students continue
on to the dance as Pellecchia demonstrates the
delicately nuanced movements. They move in intense
concentration to make the slow, sweeping, stately
gestures. This is only their second workshop, but
already their form is beautiful, and it’s clear they’re
absorbed in their practice with undivided minds.
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Yukako Fukushima

FINISHING
TOUCH

Yukako Fukushima’s
realistic prostheses and
counseling give people
missing parts of their
bodies the courage to
venture out and rejoin
society.

2

MICHAEL KANERT

Y

UKAKO Fukushima is the creator of Jinko
Body, or “Artificial Body”—cosmetic
prostheses with wrinkles, veins and even
fingerprints so lifelike they’re virtually
indistinguishable from natural body parts. Her
outstanding work led the Gender Equality Bureau,
a part of Japan’s Cabinet Office, to present her with
a Women’s Challenge Award in 2014. The award
recognizes individual women or women’s groups
that have shown initiative in entrepreneurship, NPO
activities or community activities with the aim of
promoting gender equality in society.
Fukushima’s path was set not by design but by a
man she saw wearing a thick hat and scarf while she
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was in a hospital waiting room one summer. “I just
went up to him and said, ‘Aren’t you hot? Why are
you wearing a scarf?’ ” she recalls, admitting she was
never very shy.
As it turned out, the man had lost his nose and
both ears in a workplace explosion that also left
him severely burned. “Japan is very closed, so we
hide things,” Fukushima says, illustrating the point
with tales of clients who were afraid to leave their
homes lest people notice their missing hand, or
who wouldn’t marry for fear of revealing a missing
foot. “The reality is that a lot of Japanese people are
sensitive about it.”
She told the man she would help, saying “I’ll make
you something so you can at least wear a pollen
mask and stop wearing that scarf.” Then a 21-yearold business school graduate who’d specialized in
hotel services, she made him a simple set of ears
consisting of little more than a pair of knobs made
from whatever pliable material she could find.
Fukushima, now in her mid-forties, grimaces as she
recalls experimenting with everything from doublesided tape to a variety of types of glue to attach the
prostheses. But when she saw how pleased the man
was just to be able to breathe more easily, she decided
to apply her childhood affinity for art and sculpture
to carving a realistic set of ears out of modeling clay,
painting them to be as lifelike as possible. Word of
her ability spread, and to her surprise, orders began
to come in.
An entrepreneurial firm soon picked up
Fukushima’s creations but folded just as quickly,
leaving her with a mountain of orders but no capital.
She took out loans and worked for four years to fill the

4
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Yukako Fukushima with the tools of her trade
Fukushima carefully crafts a partial foot prosthesis
A plaster cast of a hand with a crucial piece missing
Fukushima’s creations even have veins, wrinkles and nails

backlog, teaching herself to make cosmetic fingers,
noses, eyes, breasts, hands and feet—whatever her
clients needed—as she learned to shape and color
high-quality silicone to match as many as twelve
hundred skin tone variations.
As new orders came in, instead of raising her prices
Fukushima lowered them significantly. “People
without hands, or who’ve lost their legs in accidents,
have also often lost their jobs, so they have no money
at the time,” she explains.
In 1999, Fukushima allowed her small company
to be acquired by Kawamura Gishi Co., Ltd., an
established prosthesis maker based in Osaka.
She maintains her own office and workshop at
Kawamura. While she occasionally does media
appearances to raise awareness, Fukushima prefers
to focus on her workshop. “I don’t have enough time.
Clients come every day, and some are kept waiting as
long as two months.”
Secured by elastic tension, braces or special glue,
Jinko Body prostheses are not only comfortable
to wear but robust enough that they can be used
while swimming or in hot springs. Yet Fukushima,
who is also certified as a psychological counselor, is
equally concerned about helping her clients accept
themselves as they are. “I’d like to see even more
positive environments where people can accept one
another’s differences,” she says.
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Nagasaki
Kaido—
Kyushu’s
Sugar
Road
KitaKyushu

First used as medicine,
sugar only began to
have a real impact on
Japan’s taste buds
when it came in on the
ships of foreign traders
and traveled on what
became known as Sugar
Road.

Ogi

3
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Nagasaki

NAOYA SUN

E
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VERYBODY loves sugar. After all, the
sweet tooth is believed to be an ancient
craving that gave us evolutionary
advantages because of the energy sugar
supplied. So great is humankind’s love for sugar
that we find distinctive sugar cultures all across
the globe, and Japan is no exception.
The best way to explore Japan’s sugar culture
is to follow Nagasaki Kaido, a 228-kilometer road
traversing the island of Kyushu. It was so crucial to
the creation of classic Japanese sweets and sugar
culture that it came to be known as “Sugar Road.”
Japan’s love affair with sugar began in the
Nara Period (710–794). Initially used as medicine,
sugar became a confectionary ingredient during
the Muromachi Period (1336–1573). When the
Portuguese first made contact with Japan in 1543,
marking the beginning of the Namban trade era,
sugar was still a rare commodity. Sugar imports
from Europe into Nagasaki gained in scale,
however, and more of it was sent on to Edo (Tokyo)
via Nagasaki Kaido during the Edo Period (1603–
1868). Parts of these shipments landed in the hands
of the local populace as payment or gifts, enabling
the propagation of a distinctive culture of sugar
along the way.
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Nagasaki’s Oura district—a key feature of Sugar Road
This Muraoka Sohonpo yokan includes a citrus fruit called
amanatsu
Oura Church is the oldest church in Japan
Nagasaki's Chinatown—a vibrant reminder of times past
Sugar in different colors, and in forms from rock to powder
A re-creation of a typical Western-style room in Dejima
A man dressed in traditional traveling garb on Dejima

Nagasaki, the trailhead of Sugar Road, was a sleepy
fishing town before the arrival of the Portuguese.
The European influence still lingers, manifested in a
singular Western-based architectural style infused
with Japanese flair. Terrific examples include the
former British Consulate—made of striking vermilion
bricks—and the pristine Oura Church, the oldest
church in Japan.
Delving deeper into the city, gold lettering, red
lanterns and bold colored signs mark the entrance
to Chinatown. Nagasaki has a thriving Chinese
community that dates back to before the full
implementation of the sakoku edict in 1639, when all
foreign nationals except Chinese and Dutch traders
were expelled from the country. This vibrant street
acts as a virtual time machine: upon exiting the tunnel
of red and gold, visitors find themselves in the former
Chinese settlement, where beautiful Chinese temples
stand shoulder to shoulder. During the heyday of
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Sugar Road, these temples accumulated great wealth
through Chinese traders who gave alms in the form
of sugar.
A short tram ride away is Sugar Road’s true origin
point—Dejima. Built in 1636, this artificial island
served as a confinement zone for Dutch trading
companies, and was the sole point of contact between
Japan and the West during the country’s isolation.
Imported sugar was unloaded, inspected and shipped
from here to the rest of the nation. The island, rebuilt
to represent its pinnacle as a trading port, is arguably
the highlight of any visit to Nagasaki. A stroll through
the beautiful wooden structures—which you can
enter and explore, and enhanced with comprehensive
exhibits and reenactments of daily life—paints a vivid
picture of life in Japan during the sakoku period.
With what would now equate to twenty million
dollars’ worth of sugar being imported and sent up
Sugar Road each year at its peak, significant amounts
filtered into the surrounding regions. This happened
in various ways, including sugar being purposely
spilled and pocketed by dockworkers, being used for
payment or given as gifts by the Dutch trading firms,
and even being swapped for silver in a manner similar
to transactions at the Chinese temples. This was how
Kyushu’s sugar craze was fueled.
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Visitors venturing down Nakadori, the oldest
shopping street in Nagasaki, will come across a
matte black traditional Japanese building with a
potent aura of history. This is Iwanaga Baijyuken,
a Japanese confectionary shop established in 1830.
Baijyuken’s iconic castella—the Japanese take on
Portuguese sponge cakes—are moist yet ridiculously
fluffy. Although there are several noteworthy
confections in Nagasaki, castella are the crown
jewel. Given their golden butter hue and wellrounded sweetness, it’s easy to understand why.
Castella originally had a bread-like texture; it was
the sugar coming along Sugar Road finding its way
into the people of Nagasaki’s recipe that resulted in
the sweet delicacy enjoyed today.
Further north is the city of Ogi in Saga Prefecture,
which boasts world-leading consumption of yokan.
Yokan originated in China as a form of mutton soup,
which in Japan was replaced by red bean paste, agar
and sugar. Amid the rolling green hills and ancient
shrines are streets lined with yokan factories,
including Muraoka Sohonpo, progenitor of Ogistyle yokan. Muraoka Sohonpo is distinctive in its
use of traditional methods, which involve cutting
the yokan into blocks prior to sale. The result is a
crystalline appearance that allows consumers to
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enjoy a crispy exterior and freshly cut lusciousness
on the interior—an irresistible combination. This
delectable treat, first introduced in 1899, can credit
Sugar Road for its popularity. Be sure to try the
sakura yokan variation, which uses white bean
paste, resulting in a beautiful, light-pink color.
The next stop is Jinnoharu in Fukuoka Prefecture,
home of the only remaining konpeito (a type of
Japanese hard candy) producer west of Osaka. The
town seems as far removed from sugar as it can get,
with sprawling factories and a surplus of industrial
machinery. However, nestled in a quiet corner
stands Irie Seika, stalwart producers of Japanese
hard candy. Founded in Osaka, Irie Seika moved
production here in 1934 and found great success,
also attributed to Sugar Road waking the sugar
hounds within the local population. Their signature
product, konpeito, is a simple sugar candy with an
unforgettable 3D star shape, said to be a playful
twist applied by Japanese craftsmen. The process
of achieving this shape requires a daunting two
weeks of rolling in giant, heated drums. Irie Seika
has recently begun adding flavored variations,
including green tea, basil and even ramen. Each of
these variants is extremely well executed, giving the
candies new spark without adulterating them.
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Nagasaki Kaido terminates in an ancient castle
town called Kokura. Wandering through the town’s
streets, it is marvelous to see how integrated
ancient and modern elements are here. Shopping
complexes merge seamlessly with the grounds of
regal Kokura Castle, while cobbled roads intersect
with paved streets. Upon arriving in Kokura, sugar
was loaded onto ships and sailed through the Straits
of Shimonoseki toward Edo.
While just a little over two hundred kilometers
long, the influence Sugar Road had on Japan was
profound. It introduced sugar to the palates of the
Japanese people and primed the people of Kyushu
and later the rest of Japan to crave that sweetness.
This in turn resulted in a taste revolution, through
both the creation and success of various confections,
and the regular use of sugar in cooking. Nagasaki
Kaido left an enduring trail of treats and sugar
culture along its course.
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Iwanaga Baijuken, master purveyors of castella
A moist, buttery slice of castella
Muraoka Sohonpo strictly maintains traditional production
methods
Muraoka Sohonpo was the progenitor of Ogi-style yokan
Konpeito candy tumbles in these heated drums for two weeks
Finished konpeito come in various shades and flavors
Kokura Castle—part of the town where Nagasaki Kaido terminates
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Koromogae

n Japan, there is a custom observed in June
known as koromogae that involves the
changing of school uniforms and work clothes
to accompany the change of the seasons. Said
to have begun as an event in the imperial court
during the Heian Era (794-1185), this custom
could be considered characteristic of Japan,
where life is so closely attuned to the seasons.

Koromogae generally refers to the switch from winter
to summer clothes on June 1, but also applies to the
change from summer to winter clothes on October 1.
The simultaneous change to fresh summer wear at the
start of June among students and company employees
who were dressed for winter until the day before is
a familiar sight for the Japanese that gives them the
sense that summer is beginning.
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